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style
Alan Paton's first novel, Cry, the Beloved Country, is
subtitled "A story of comfort in desolation". It is a book
about life in South Africa shortly after the second world war.
It tells of the contrast between the beauty of the African
landscape and the atmosphere of constraint and fear created
by greed and narrowmindedness that overshadows the land.
South Africa is presented as a country of great possibilities
and missed chances, where the mineral resources, the fertile soil,
as well as the goodwill of its people are being slowly but
steadily eroded, because there is a drought that shrivels up
rivers and hearts alike.
In order to convey his story, to paint this picture of a
land inhabited by people from the heart of Africa and from many
corners of the world, Paton has invented a language and a style
of his own. In fact, he has created not one style, but a multitude of styles, adapting them to the various kinds of people,
events and moods represented in his novel. By doing this, he
has written a book, that hardly fits into the conventional
category of "a novel".
There are chapters full of lyrical passages followed by
chapters where the plot is pursued by a series of dense dramatic
dialogues. Sometimes the story is told in a simple straightforward manner, interspersed with documentary evidence (a letter,
a newspaper article, pages from a manuscript, a judge's summing
up of a case), but then again there are poetic pieces, where the
many voices of South Africa's people are captured in a way
reminiscent of the chorus of ancient Greek tragedy.
The lyrical strain of the novel is already manifest in the
famous opening lines:
"There is a lovely road that runs from Ixopo into the
hills. These hills are grass-covered and rolling, and
they are lovely beyond any singing of it. The road
climbs seven miles into them, to Carisbrooke; and from
there, if there is no mist, you look down on one of the
fairest valleys of Africa."
(7)
Of course, there are many examples that could be chosen to
show Patoi's way of condensing a theme or a message into
cameo-like prose passages. I have chosen a few more.
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The first deals with Johannesburg and picks up the theme
of the lure of the great ·city and the breaking up of the tribe:
"All roads lead to Johannesburg. If you are white or
if you are black they lead to Johannesburg. If the crops
fail, there is work in Johannesburg. If there are taxes
to be paid, there is work in Johannesburg. If the farm is
too small to be divided further, some must go to Johannesburg. If there is a child to be born that must be
delivered in secret, it can be delivered in Johannesburg."
(48)
In Book Two, at the end of Chapter 9, Paton gives a sudden
twist to his account of the miners' strike:
"In the meantime the strike is over, with a remarkably
low loss of life. All is quiet, they report, all is quiet.

*
In the deserted harbour there is yet water that laps
against the quays. In the dark and silent forest there
is a leaf that falls. Behind the polished panelling
the white ant eats away the wood. Nothing is ever quiet,
except for fools."
(163/4)
In Book Three there is a short lyrical passage that might
be called the "Song of Innocence":
"Call, 0 small boy, with the long tremulous cry that
echoes over the hills. Dance, 0 small boy, with the
first slow steps of the dance that is for yourself.
Call and dance, Innocence, call and dance while you may.
For this is a prelude, it is only a beginning. Strange
things will be woven into it, by men you have never
heard of, in places you have never seen. It is life
you are going into, you are not afraid because you do
not know. Call and dance, call and dance. Now, while
you may."
(191/2)
Some critics have pointed out, that there is a certain
affinity between many of the lyrical passages of Cry, the Beloved
Country and the Old Hebrew Psalms with their rhythmical language
and repetitive style. A typical example of this biblical
language is Paton's 'chorus' on Ndotsheni, where the grass
is well t~nded on the tops of the hills (e.g. High Place),
whereas in the steep valleys the red soil is eroded and laid
bare:
"Stand unshod upon it, for the ground is holy, being
even as it came from the Creator. Keep it, guard it,
care for it, for it keeps men, guards men, cares for
men. Destroy it and man is destroyed.
Stand shod upon it, for it is coarse and sharp, and the
stones cut under the feet. It is not kept, or guarded,
or cared for, it no longer keeps men, guards men,
cares for men."
(7)
2

John Kumalo
During his stay in Johannesburg Stephen Kumalo meets his
brother John, who has managed to reach a certain degree of
emancipation in the new freedom found in the big city, and the
threads of their destinies are tragically intertwined, too,
because Matthew Kumalo, the son of John Kumalo, turns out to
have been one of the partners in crime of Absalom Kumalo.
The following passage is interesting not only in what
John Kumalo tells about himself, but also in the way, Alan
Paton has chosen to present John Kumalo and his manner of speaking:
"His brother John
was sitting there on a chair, •••
he had grown fat, and sat with his hands on his knees
like a chief • •••
-Down in Ndotsheni I am nobody, even as you are nobody.
I am subject to the chief, who is an ignorant man. I
must salute him and bow to him, but he is an uneducated
man. Here in Johannesburg I am a man of some importance,
of some influence. I have my own business, and when it
is good, I can make ten, twelve pounds a week.
He began to sway to and fro, he was not speaking to them,
he was speaking to people who were not there.
-I do not say we are free here. I do not say we are free
as men should be. But at least I am free of the chief.
At least I am free of an old and ignorant man, who is
nothing but a white man's dog. He is a trick, a trick
to hold together something that the white man desires
to hold together."
(32/4)
For some reason or other, Alan Paton has chosen to present
John Kumalo, the black 'politician', unsympathetically. 1
Paton presents John Kumalo as cunning, "as a self-seeking,
self-aggrandizing man who seeks power but lacks courage." 2
He characterizes him by "his bull voice" (85), his "big bull
pipe" (179), "his bull neck", "his bull lCiugh" , "his bull
veins" and "his bull throat" (180).
When Stephen Kumalo asks him
"Do you hate the white man, my brother?"
John Kumalo is made to answer
"I hate no man, I hate only injustice." (181)
and the reader knows full well, that these words speak against
J hn Kumalo, because his son Matthew has just escaped scot-free
from the trial, while Absalom Kumalo faces the sentence of death.
1) Christie, Sarah •..
Perspectives •••
p. 105
2) Marcus, Fred H."Exploring Man's Inhumanity to Man" in
Englis~ Journal, vol. 51 (1962)
p. 611
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Whereas Arthur Jarvis, the white political activist, is
presented as "a courageous young man, and a great fighter for
justice" (65), John Kumalo, his black counterpart, is described
as a coward - although the quotations from his public speech
do not warrant this judgment
"There are some men who long for martyrdom, there are
those who know that to go to prison would bring greatness to them, there are those who would go to prison
not caring if it brought greatness or not. But John
Kumalo is not one of them. There is no applause in prison."
(160)
!~~~E~!!~~_~~!~~~~~

Theophilus Msimangu is Stephen Kumalo's 'guardian angel'
during his stay in Johannesburg. He is also the man who brought
him there in the first place, because it was his letter that
induced Stephen to set out on his quest for his family.
Msimangu is similar to Stephan Kumalo in that he has also
his moments of bitterness and frustration but is qUick to try
to heal any wounds that he might have opened with his words
of bitterness and despair. The most striking example is Msimangu's
moment of anger after the meeting with Absalom's girl:
"I tell you, you can do nothing. Have you not troubles
enough of your own? I tell you there are thousands such
in Johannesburg, And were your back as broad as heaven,
and your purse full of gold, and did your compassion
reach from here to hell itself, there is nothing you
can do. •.•
(62)
How many such (grandchildren) more have you? Shall
we search them out, day after day, hour after hour?
Will it ever end? •••
(63)
I ask your forgiveness for my ugly words, said
Msimangu. "
(63)
As a preacher and man of the church, Msimangu is presented
to some extent as a contrasting figure to John Kumalo:
"It is good for the Government, they say in Johannesburg,
that Msimangu preaches of a world not made by hands, for
he touches people at the hearts, and sends them marching
to heaven instead of to Pretoria . •••
Yet he is despised by some ••• They say he preaches of a
world not made by hands, while in the streets about him
men suffer and struggle and die • ••• And how fools listen
to him, silent, enrapt, sighing when he is done, feeding
their empty bellies on his empty words."
(82/3)
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There is a strange discrepancy in the presentation of
Thebphilus Msimangu as a man of the Church, steeped in the
teachings of Christianity and inspired by idealism: He tells
Stephen the story of a white girl raped by a white man. The
white girl is discovered in her desolate state by a black couple,
who do all they can to comfort her and to help her. In telling
this story Msimangu seems to be surprised that a black person
should help a white person in distress. Msimangu's incredulity
in this instance - "when he marvels at the existence of brotherly
love in action" 1 - belies his Christian idealism, as has been
pointed out by the critic Fred.H.Marcus.
When Msimangu listens to the speech of John Kumalo, he
comments upon it in the following manner:
"Perhaps we should thank God he is corrupt, •••
for if he were not corrupt, he could plunge this
country into bloodshed."
(161)
"There are implications in that extraordinary statement that
contradict both Msimangu's Christian view-point and Paton's." 2
At the end of the novel, Msimangu retires to a monastic
community to
" •.• forswear the world and all possessions, and this
was the first time that a black man had done such a
thing in South Africa."
(183)
Thus in a way he forfeits his active part in the continuing
struggle, but this probably depends on one's religious point
of view.
Let us not forget that Msimangu is the one to make that
ominous statement that might be desribed as the most memorable
one of the whole book:
"I have one great fear in my heart, that one day when
the turn (are turned) to loving, the¥ will find we
are turned to hating."
(38/235)
1) Marcus, Fred. H. a.a.O. p. 611/2
2) Christie, Sarah ••. Perspectives

.. .

p. 105
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Themes
"I t is fear that rules this land"
---------------------------------

(25)

Fear is the central theme of Cry, the Beloved Country. I have
collected so many quotations with the words FEAR and AFRAID
throughout my reading of the book that it is difficult to bring
some order into them and to attempt some kind of classification.
There is, for example, the recurring sentence: "Have no doubt
•
it is fear (in his (her) eyes) ••• ", referring to Gertrude (28),
Mrs. Mkize and Stephen Kumalo (43), the taxi driver (46), John
Kumalo (86) and to South Africa (67) respectively.
There is the fear of the future, there is the white man's fear
of the black people, there is the black man's fear 6~ the white
people, there is the fear of discovery, the fear of humiliation,
the fear of punishment, the fear of prison, the fear of death to name only the most prominent kinds of fear playing a part
in the book.
There is also a chorus on fear that provides the title for
the novel:
"Cry, the beloved country, for the unborn child that is
the inheritor of our fear. Let him not love the earth too
deeply. Let him not laugh too gladly when the water runs
through his fingers, nor stand too silent when the setting
sun makes red the veld with fire. Let him not be too moved
when the birds of his land are singing, nor give toe much
of his heart to a mountain or a valley. For fear will rob
him of all if he gives too much."
(72)
For Stephen Kumalo, one of his main characters, Alan Paton
has compiled a personal list of fears:
"The journey had begun. And now the fear back again, the
fear of the unknown, the fear of the great city where boys
were killed crossing the street, the fear of Gertrude's
sickness. Deep down the fear for his son. Deep down the
fear of a man who lives in a world not made for him,
whose own world is slipping away, dying, being destroyed,
beyond any recall."
(15)
As Stephen Kumalo traces the steps of his son Absalom, it
begi ns to dawn on him, that there might be a connection between
the murder in Parkwold and the disappearance of his son. His
a xiety turns into fear, and this fear grows deeper step by step,
until it grows into something that cannot be borne. (94)
Thus, it is almost a relief, when his worst fears turn out to
be true, because, as Father Vincent formulates it:
"Sorrow is better than fear • ••. Fear is a journey,
a terrible journey, but sorrow is at least an arriving."
(96)
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One kind of fear that is referred to again and again is
the fear between the races, but especially the white man's
fear of the black man:
"Which do we prefer, a law-abiding, industrious and
purposeful native people, or a lawless, idle, and
purposeless people? The truth is that we do not
know, for we fear them both."
(68)
Is it not better to hold what we have, and to pay
the price of it with fear? And others say, can such
fear be endured? For is it not this fear that drives
men to ponder these things at all? •••
We do not know, we do not know. We shall live from day
to day, and put more locks on the doors, and get a fine
fierce dog when the fine fierce bitch next door has pups,
and hold on to our handbags more tenaciously; •.• " (71)
In this context it is interesting to quote the last
sentence written by Arthur Jarvis before his violent death:
"The truth is that our civilization is not Christian;
it is a tragic compomnd of great ideal and fearful practice,
of high assurance and desperate anxiety, of loving charity
and fearful clutching of possessions. Allow me a minute .•• "
(134)
In an article for the Saturday Review of September 9, 1967
Alan Paton wrote the following sentence:
"Fear of change, is, no doubt, in all of us, but it
most afflicts the man who fears that any change must
lead to the loss of his wealth and status." (p. 351)
Perhaps the question must be asked here, whether Paton's set of
values is not slightly out of balance here, for surely the fear
of starvation and death faced by the people in Shanty Town and
in Ndotsheni is a more pressing one than any fear for one's
wealth and status can be?
One thing seems to be certain, the fear that rules the land
has a paralyzing effect on society and one of the conclusions
that might be drawn from the reading of Cry, the Beloved Country,
is, that this paralysis, this vicious circle of fear and repression,
can only be broken by individuals courageous enough to make the
firsc step, to "break the custom", as it is called and demonstrated
several times in the novel.
"But when that dawn will come, of our emancipation,
from the fear of bondage and the bondage of fear,
why, that is a secret."
(236)
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Let us return to the first pages of the book:
"The small child opened the door, carefully like one
who is afraid to open carelessly the door of so
important a house, and stepped timidly in."
(8)
The small child is afraid of the umfundisi. For her he is
a person of authority, comparable to the chief or to the
schoolmaster. Why should this be so? Is it not because,
after all, our Christian religion is just as much a religion
of fear as it is a religion of love and charity? Is there not
the fear of damnation, the fear of everlasting pain and darkness
at the centre of Christian doctrine?
In some of the pages of Cry, the Beloved Country it seems
as if Zulu traditional taboos and Christian puritanism conspire
to create an atmosphere of austerity and gloominess.
"Indeed Mrs Lithebe comes upon them, when they
have been laughing together. They fall silent,
Gertrude with some amusement in her eyes, and the
girl confused. But Mrs Lithebe does not like this
laughter, it is the careless laughter that she do~s
not like. She calls the girl to the kitchen to help
her, and she says she does not like it."
(106)
"-I shall be glad to leave this place, Gertrude said.
The tears came into her eyes. I do not know what to
do in this place.
-It is not this place only, said Mrs Lithebe. Even
in Ndotsheni you will find those who are ready to
laugh and speak carelessly."
(164)
The broken tribe
The Reverend Stephen Kumalo belongs to the Zulu tribe, one
of several Bantu peoples living in Southern Africa. The Zulus
are most closely related to the Xosas, Swazis and Ndebeles,
but to unravel the histories of all the tribes of this land
would be a task of its own. But it is undeniable that the Zulu
nation played a leading role among the native peoples of South
Africa. In the early nineteenth century there lived a Napoleonlike figure, the legendary Zulu king Shaka, who subjected and
scattered all the neighbouring tribes. He is alluded to in the
following passage of Cry, the Beloved Country:
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" ••• there are white people who marvel and say,
what words to come from the son of a barbarian
people (Msimangu), who not long since plundered
and slaughtered, in thousands and tens of
thousands, under the most terrible chief of all."
(82)

The Zulus were a nomadic people, "counting all their
wealth in cattle" (215) and leaving their pasture grounds
whenever the soil no longer yielded enough grass.
Agriculture was limited to the sUbsistence level and this
accounts for many of the difficulties that the Zulus had to
face when they were slowly but steadily defeated by the
white colonists after a long series of bloody clashes and
finally forced by circumstances to settle down.
"So the young man told them ••. how the people must
stop burning the dung and must put it back into the
land, how they must gather the weeds together and
treat them and not leave them to wither away in the
sun, how they must stop ploughing up and down the
hills ••• "
(215)
The confrontation with the whites and their alien culture
and economy led to a complete transformation of the traditional
way of life not only of the Zulus but of all the tribes of
Southern Africa. To an ever increasing degree the natives
were integrated into the economy of the white settlers, at
first as farmhands and servants, later as industrial labourers,
especially in the growing mining industry.
In the late nineteenth century, Indian labourers were
brought from the Indian mainland to work in the sugar cane
plantations of Natal, and thus a new cult ral element was
introduced into the already quickly changing world of the
native South Africans.
These developments led to a large migration of blacks
from the traditional dwelling places of the natives to the
growing cities of the Boer republics and the Cape Province.
The political, psychological and moral reverberations of
this economic and social upheaval are a matter of controversy
up to the present day.
In Cry, the Beloved Country, Alan Paton shows us how
this "breaking up of the tribe" is experienced by individual
people and how it is debated by voices both black and white.
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"We come from the Transkei, and from Basutoland,
and from Bechuanaland, and from Swaziland, and from
Zululand. And from Ndotsheni also. We live in the
compounds, we must leave our wives and families
behind. And when the new gold is found, it is not
we who will get more for our labour. It is the
white man's shares that will rise, you will read
it in all the papers."
(34/5)
"Cry for the broken tribe, for the law and the
custom that is gone."
(66)
"Yes, it was true, then. He had admitted it to
himself. The tribe was broken, and would be
mended no more • ••• The tribe that had nurtured
him, and his father and his father's father, was
broken. For the men were away, and the young men
and the girls were away, and the maize hardly
reached to the height of a man."
(79)
The often dismal conditions under which the black people
had to live in the sprawling agglomeration around Johannesburg are described in graphic detail:
"It is not far to Claremont ••• the garbage-heap
of the proud city."
(27)
"They start walking at four in the morning, and
they do not get back till eight at night. They
have a bite of food, and their eyes are hardly
closed on the pillow before they must stand up
again, sometimes to start off with nothing but
hot water in their stomachs."
(40)
"The house is not broken, but it is overflowing.
Ten people in two rooms, and only one door for the
entrance, and people to walk over you when you
go to sleep."
(48/9)
" ••• and so great was the demand for accommodation
that every man if he could, built rooms in his
yard and sUb-let them to others. Many of these
rooms were the hide-outs for thieves and robbers,
and there was much prostitution and brewing of
illici t liquor."
(41)
The issue of the broken tribe is discussed throughout
the book. Msimangu criticizes the whites in a vwellbalanced' statement:
"It suited the white man to break the tribe,
••• but it has not suited him to build something
in the place of what is broken ••• There are
some white men who give their lives to build up
what is broken."
(25)
The white liberal viewpoint is represented in one of
the manuscripts of Arthur Jarvis:
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"The old tribal system was, for all its violence
and savagery, for all its superstition and witchcraft, a moral system. Our natives today produce
criminals and prostitutes and drunkards, not
because it is their nature to do so, but because
their simple system of order and tradition and
convention has been destroyed. It was destroyed by
the impact of our own civilization. Our civilization
has therefore an inescapable duty to set up another
system of order and tradition and convention."
(127)
Some not so liberal comments upon the problem of the
mending of the broken tribe are made by an anonymous
speaker in the 'chorus of white voices' in Chapter 12 of
Book One by Mr. Harrison, the father-in-law of Arthur
Jarvis:
"Don't you think, Mr de Villiers, that more schooling
simply means cleverer criminals?"
(69)
"God knows what's coming to the country, I don't.
I'm not a nigger-hater, Jarvis. I try to give 'em a
square deal, decent wages, and a clean room, and
reasonable time off. Our servants stay with us for
years. But the natives as a whole are getting out
of hand. They've even started Trade Unions, did
you know that?"
(130)
John Kumalo is practically the only one who points out
that there are also positive aspects to be found in this
breaking apart of the old order, that there might be a
chance for emancipation, a chance to build a new society
out of the ruins of the old one:
"It is breaking apart, your tribal society. It is
here in Johannesburg that the new society is being
built. Something is happening here, my brother • •••
••• the Church too is like the chief. You must do
so and so and so. You are not free to have an
experience. A man must be faithful and meek and
obedient, and he must obey the laws, whatever
the laws may be."
(34)
Napoleon Letsitsi, the young agricultural demonstrator,
has a heated political discussion with the Reverend
Stephen Kumalo about the broken tribe:
"If this valley were restored, as you are always
asking in your prayers, do you think it would hold
all the people of this tribe if they all returned?"
(228)
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White man

have mercy upon us

---------~-------------------

(53)

I have chosen this quotation from Cry. the Beloved Country,
because it highlights most sharply what is for me the most
controversial aspect of the novel, namely Alan Paton's treatment of the role of the white man in South African society.
"God have mercy upon us.
Christ have mercy upon us.
White man, have mercy upon us."

(53)

It is clear that from their first encounters with the native
people of South Africa, the white people have been placed
in many fields into a position of superiority, that has often
assumed - in the eyes of the native people - god-like proportions.
This was due partly to superior firepower, partly to a superior
knowledge of the natural sciences, partly to the vast resources
of Europe's financial, commercial, industrial and cultural power.
These feelings of superiority were, if possible, further
strengthened during the Great Trek of the Boers from the Cape
Province to the interior in the 1830's. In their reading of
the Old Testament, the Boers identified themselves with the
Chosen People surrounded by heathen nations to be conquered
and subdued.
Although, in the course of time, the relations between
Black and White have been normalized to some extent and
although some whites have come to realize that even in a
seemingly 'inferior' society there may be superior qualities
and faculties still to be discovered and appreciated, it is
nevertheless daunting to consider how entrenched these feelings
of superiority still are in the twentieth tentury and how far
away we still are from the ideals of equality and dignity of
man.
There are so many references to the superiority of white
people and the inferiority of black people in Cry, the Beloved
Country that it is difficult to believe that they are just an
impartial mirroring of how people in South Africa used to
see each other at that time. Is it possible that Alan Paton,
so sympathetic to the cause of the black people, has not been
able to free himself completely from this 'superiority complex'?
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"One does not jest about murder. Still less about
the murder of a white man."
(86)
"He is in prison, for the most terrible deed that
a man can do • •.• He has killed a white man."
(Stephen / 99)
"Pray for all white people, those who do justice,
and those who would do justice if they were not
afraid."
(Father Vincent / 98)
"It is not easy for a white man to be kept waiting,
but Jarvis waited, for the old man was obviously
ill and weak."
(153)
"But when a black man gets power, when he gets
money, he is a great man if he is not corrupted."
(Msimangu / 37)
"It is true that the victim was a black man, and
there is a school of thought which would regard
such an offence as less serious when the victim
is black. But no Court of Justice could countenance
such a view."
(The Judge / 172)
Despite the disclaimer at the end of the last quotation
the strange fact remains that Alan Paton has the judge
mention this argument in his summing up of the case of
Absalom Kumalo.
If Cry, the Beloved Country is to be seen as a historical
novel presenting South African society after 1945, one big
reservation must be made: Not once in the text of the novel
do we read that notorious hated Afrikaans word "Baas", to
be used by African 'boys' when addressing their white
employers. Was it an attempt to whitewash the behaviour
of the whites or was it part of an attempt to reform their
behaviour?
The way in which Paton tends to stress the role of white
people in the struggle for the emancipatipn of the black
people can become rather disconcerting:
"Professor Hoernle - he is dead, God rest his soul he was the great fighter for us. Huh, I am sorry
you cannot hear him, for he had Tomlinson's brains,
and your brother's voice, and Dubula's heart, all
in one man."
(43)
They want to hear your voice again, Sir Ernest
Oppenheimer. Some of them applaud you, and some of
them say thank God for you, in their hearts,
even at their bedsides."
(149)
"It will lift your spirits to see what the white
people are doing for our blind."
(64)
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...

lilt was white men who did this work of mercy
"
(80)
"I shall take (the case) for you, Mr Kumalo, said
Dr Carmichael. I shall take it pro deo, as we say."
(110)
"There are some white men who give their lives to
build up what is broken."
(25)
"Our (~) civilization has therefore an inescapable
duty to set up another system of order and tradition
and convention."
(127)
It seems to me that Alan Paton overemphasizes the active
role to be played by the white man in the mending of the
tribe or in the building up of a new society out of the
ruins of an old one. He appears to jealous+y guard himself
and his readers against any suggestion that the black man,
too, might assume an active part in the development of a
new society.
This attitude is particularly manifest in the way in
which James Jarvis behaves after his return to Ndotsheni.
The black people of Ndotsheni are left to wonder what all
the sticks and flags pushed into the ground by the white
men are supposed to be good for. (206) It is only later
that they learn that Jarvis intends to have a dam built
for their benefit. But their consent or their opinions
or their wishes as to where the new water reservoir should
be located are not asked for.
All the black protagonists in Cry, the Beloved Country
that might turn out to be possible leaders of black selfemancipation are given the 'thumbs down' by the author:
The Reverend Stephen Kumalo is glorified in his goodnatured passivity and helplessness. John Kumalo is said to
be corrupt and self-seeking and placed in a negative light
altogether .. Dubula (who helps to organize the building of
Shanty Town) and Tomlinson, two black political activists,
are shown to listen to the speech of John Kumalo "with
cont~mpt and envy". (158) The chief of Ndotsheni is used as
a figure to be made fun of and the headmaster of the parish
school is presented as a man unable to turn his academic
learning to practical purposes. Theophilus Msimangu retires
into a monastic community and even Napoleon Letsitsi, the
promlslng young man from the Transkei, declares: "I am not
a man for politics." (228)
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I have found a strange parallel between Alan Paton's
presentation of John Kumalo and Laurens van der Post's
treatment of a black political speaker called 'the Doctor'
in another pioneer novel on race relations in South Africa,
In a Province (1934). The Doctor's arguments are perhaps
more on the religious side, but his conclusions are similar
to those of John Kumalo:
"- ••• Our needs are Christ, Combination and Co-operation.
We have Christ. All we need is combination and
co-operation, and for all three, gentlemen, all you
have to do is to join right now the African Workers'
Union and to put as many pennies as you can in the
hat which is coming round.
As van Bredepoel listened to the Doctor, he wondered if
any of the natives could understand one word of this
long-winded speech. Yet their faces looked attentive
enough; they all seemed to feel that someone was at
last getting to the roots of the grievance that had
brought them there."l
" ••• He thought immediately of Shepherd's Place and
the crowd gathered anxiously about a pompous windbag,
not because it believed him to be really wise or
helpful but because it felt he was circling in his
vague, bombastic way round the mysterious source
of its frustrations. II 2
To grasp the full impact of these quotations on the reader
it must perhaps be added that both van Bredepoel and Burgess
- a character mentioned in the next passage - belong to a
political organization called the 'Bantu-European Approach
Association'. At least, the Doctor cannot be blamed for
cowardice:
"-If that old humbug isn't careful, Burgess shouted
at van Bredepoel, pointing at the Doctor, he'll get
into trouble!
.
And, indeed, stones and bricks and bottles were already
beginning to fall round the platform on which the Doctor
stood. A large brick even landed at his feet, but he
stooped down, outwardly unperturbed, picked up the
brick ,and held it above his head. When he could once
more make himself heard, he shouted, shaking the
brick at the crowd:
-You ask the white man for bread, and all he gives
you is missiles. So, as I was saying, if the white
women •••
They were the Doctor's last words. The sound of several
revolver shots floated up from the depth of the crowd •••• " 3
1) Van der Post, Laurens. In a Province
2) a.a.O. p. 120
3) a.a.O. ' po 155
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The Judge presiding over the case of Absalom Kumalo is
presented as a man of integrity, almost another paragon
comparable to Arthur Jarvis. In a chorus that might be called
the 'Chorus on Justice' the reader is confronted with
some intriguing arguments:
"It is the duty of a judge to do justice, but it is
only the People that can be just. Therefore if justice
be not just, that is not to be laid at the door of
the Judge, but at the door of the People, which means
at the door of the White People, for it is the White
People that make the Law.
In South Africa men are proud of their Judges, because
they believe they are incorruptible. Even the black
men have faith in them, though they do not always
have faith in the Law. In a land of fear this
incorruptibility is like a lamp set upon a stand,
giving light to all that are in the house." (136/7)
This line of reasoning is echoed and even driven to its
extremes by the judge himself in his summing up of
Absalom's case:
"I am only pointing out that a Judge cannot, must
not, dare not allow the existing defects of society
to influence him to do anything but administer the
Law. "
(171 )
I do not know whether Paton expected his readers to take
these arguments at their face-value or whether he expected
them to be sceptical. I would just like to contrast these
passages with a rather lengthy quotation from a speech
by Nelson Mandela, pleading his own case in a trial that
opened on 22nd October 1962:
"It is true that an African who is charged in a
court of law enjoys, on the surface, the same rights
and privileges as an accused who is White in so far
as the conduct of this trial is concerned. He is
governed by the same rules of procedure and evidence
as apply to a White accused. But it would be grossly
inaccurate to conclude from this fact that an
African consequently enjoys equality before the law.
In its proper meaning equality before the law means
the right to participate in the making of the laws
by which one is governed, a constitution which
guarantees democratic rights to all sections of the
population, the right to approach the court for
protection or relief in the case of the violation
of rights guaranteed in the constitution, and the
right to take part in the administration of justice
as judges, magistrates, attorneys-general, law
advisers, and similar positions.
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In the absence of these safeguards the phrase
'equality before the law', in so far as it is
intended to apply to us, is meaningless and
misleading. All the rights and privileges to which
I have referred are monopolized by Whites, and
we enjoy none of them.
The White man makes all the laws, he drags us
before his courts and accuses us, and he sits
in judgement over us." (Nelson Mandela,
No Easy Walk to Freedom, p. 127)
I think every reader must decide for himself which of these
two views of justice will stand the test of time. Nelson
Mandela has been imprisoned on Robben Island now for more
than twenty years. In South Africa it is forbidden by law
to mention his name in public or to quote from his speeches
and writings.
To end this discussion of Cry. the Beloved Country, let me
first quote two more passages from it:
"That is a pity, says Msimangu. I am not a man for
segregation, but it is a pity that we are not apart." (27)
"And some cry for the cutting up of South Africa
without delay into separate areas, where white can
live without black, and black without white,
where black can farm their own land and mine their
own minerals and administer their own laws."
(70)
It is a sad irony of history that Msimangu's wish came
true in the very same year that Cry, the Beloved Country
was published. In 1948 Malan's Nationalists won the general
elections by a surprise vote, defeating General Smuts' United
Party, and they lost no time in implementing their new
doctrine of 'apartheid' and all that it e~tailed, including
pass laws, mixed marriages act, immorality act, suppression
of Communism act, censorship, forced resettlement •••••
The list could go on for much longer, but it is to be hoped
that another saying of Msimangu will also turn out to be
prophetic:
"I see only one hope for our country, and that
is when white men and black men, desiring
neither power nor money, but desiring only the
good of their country, come together to work
for it."
(37)
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